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The exposome concept
• First defined in 2005

• All environmental exposures through the lifetime 
that could cause or contribute to disease

• Lifelong exposure and co-exposures

• Factors to be measured:

- General external environment (urban–rural 
environment, climate factors, social capital or 
education)

- Specific external environment (diet, physical 
activity, tobacco, infection, occupation)

- Internal environment (biological factors, 
metabolic factors, gut microbioflora, 
inflammation, oxidative stress or ageing)
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Exposome-wide association studies

• Exposome-wide association studies (ExWAS) -> agnostic, untargeted and hypothesis-generating 
approach -> identification of associations between environmental factors and diseases 
outcomes

• Simultaneously consider multiple exposures and prioritize outcome-associated risk factors

• Inclusivity of environmental factors assessed

• Validity of the measurements

• Statistical models applied
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Assessment of the exposome

• Evaluate the exposome in 
real-time

Münzel T, et al. Nat Rev Cardiol, 2023 
doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
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Biomarkers of the exposome - Omics

• Internal exposome environment

Microbiome

Münzel T, et al. Nat Rev Cardiol, 2023 
doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
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Biomarkers of the exposome – Present and Future

Microbiome

Münzel T, et al. Nat Rev Cardiol, 2023 
doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
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Exposome-wide association studies – Functional links

• EXPOsOMICS consortium:

- oxidative stress and inflammation markers are associated via DNA methylation with the 
adverse effects of air pollution on cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease

- association between air pollution and cardiovascular disease via dysregulation of metabolic 
pathways using metabolomics

• Exposure to air pollution -> ↑ plasma C-reactive protein levels

• HELIX cohort -> prenatal exposure to mercury is associated with an increased risk of non-alcoholic 
fatty liver disease and inflammation in childhood

• SAPALDIA study -> association between arterial stiffness and night-time noise exposure

• The European Human Exposome Network

- Initiated in 2020 with a € 106 million grant from the EU

- 9 large-scale research projects

- 4 of them -> investigate the effects of the exposome on CVD (external and internal exposures 
over the life course)

Münzel T, et al. Nat Rev Cardiol, 2023 
doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
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Exposome-wide association studies and CVD

Münzel T, et al. Nat Rev Cardiol, 2023 
doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
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Exposome-wide association studies and CVD

• Questionnaire-based ExWAS study 
for CVD outcomes

• Part of the National Health 
Information Survey and the 
National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES)

• The Personalized Environmental 
and Genetics Study (PEGS) in North 
Carolina

• 19,672 individuals

Lee EY et al. Environ Res. 2022 
doi: 10.1016/j.envres.2022.113463
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Exposome-wide association studies and CVD

Lee EY et al. Environ Res. 2022 
doi: 10.1016/j.envres.2022.113463
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The human early life exposome

• Multi-centre cohort of 1301 mother-child 
pairs

• Individual exposomes consisting of >100 
chemical, outdoor, social and lifestyle 
exposures assessed in pregnancy and 
childhood

• Multi-omics profiles (methylome, 
transcriptome, proteins and metabolites) 
in childhood

• 1170 unique associations between 
exposures and molecular features

- 249 relating to pregnancy

- 921 to childhood exposures

Maitre L., et al. Nat Commun  (2022
doi:. 10.1038/s41467-022-34422-2
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The human early life exposome

Maitre L., et al. Nat Commun  (2022
doi:. 10.1038/s41467-022-34422-2
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Mortality and aging exposome 
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Bycroft et al. Nature. 2018
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0579-z 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0579-z
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Mortality and aging exposome

• Exposome-wide analysis using data from the UK Biobank (n=492,567) -> 
systematically identify exposures associated with mortality and multiple stages of 
the aging process

• Exposures that associate with the most critical outcome of all age-related diseases – 
mortality:

- Incidence of age-related diseases that are either major causes of death or 
highly prevalent in aging populations (25 total)

- Cross-sectional patterns of all age-related blood biomarkers available in the UK 
Biobank (25 total)

- Prevalence of three major cardiometabolic risk factors (obesity, hypertension, 
dyslipidemia)

Argentieri MA, 2023
medRxiv doi:/10.1101/2023.03.10.23286340
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Mortality and aging exposome

• 110 exposures significant associated 
with mortality

• Exposures associated with ↓ mortality 
risk -> associated with ↓ risk of obesity, 
dyslipidemia, and hypertension & ↑ 
levels of biomarkers indicating better 
health & ↓ levels of detrimental 
biomarkers 

• Exposures associated with ↑ mortality 
risk -> associated with opposite patterns 
of these same diseases, risk factors, and 
biological mechanisms

Argentieri MA, 2023
medRxiv doi:/10.1101/2023.03.10.23286340
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AI analytical approaches
• xAI -> explainable AI (SHAP)

Statistical superiority 
ensemble/deep neural networks Need for model 

interpretability

Kirk et al. Advances in Nutrition, 2022
doi: 10.1093/advances/nmac103
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AI and precision nutrition 
• ↑ interpersonal and ↓ intrapersonal 

variability of glycemic response to the same 
meal -> one size does not fit all

• Clinical and microbiotic profile -> algorithm 
of the glycemic response prediction: 
previous meal, sleep duration, physical 
activity, microbiota

• AI-based dietary intervention trial (100 participants 
for 1 week) -> significant improvement in glucose 
metabolism

Zeevi et al. Cell, 2015
10.1016/j.cell.2015.11.001
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AI and precision nutrition 

Zeevi et al. Cell, 2015 10.1016/j.cell.2015.11.001
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Wearables and sensors measuring the exposome
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Biosensors and health care Ates HC et al. Nat Rev Mater 2022 
doi:10.1038/s41578-022-00460-x
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Biosensors and 
health care

Ates HC et al. Nat Rev Mater 2022 
doi:10.1038/s41578-022-00460-x
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Biosensors and precision nutrition

• NutriTrek

• Continuous measurement of metabolites (9 
amino acids, vitamins and lipids) in the sweat

• Personalised, non-invasive metabolic and 
dietary monitoring -> lifestyle and dietary 
intervention

• Validation in small pilot studies

• Users are empowered -> responsible of their 
health and wellbeing -> self-monitoring -> 
lifestyle changes

Wang M et al. , Nat Biomed, 2022
10.1038/s41551-022-00916-z
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Digital Twins

Sun T, et al. DIGITAL HEALTH. 2023 
doi:10.1177/20552076221149651 

Digital 
Twins

BIG 
DATA

Cloud 
Compu

ting

Sensors

IoT

Virtual 
Reality

Artificial 
Intelligen

ce

• Digital twins -> virtual representation of a physical 
object or process

• BIG DATA: 

- Vast volumes of structured, semi-structured, 
and unstructured data generated from various 
sources

- 3 V's: volume, velocity, and variety

• Cloud computing: Large-scale computational 
infrastructure on demand

• IoT - Internet of Things: a network of physical 
objects, devices, and sensors that are 
interconnected and embedded with software, 
enabling them to collect and exchange data over 
the internet
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Health Digital Twins

• Health digital twins -> virtual representations “digital twin” of patients “physical twin”

• Generated from:

- multimodal patient data

- population data

- real-time updates on patient

- environmental variables

• Gain insight into the expected behaviour of the physical twin:

- Precision medicine

- Clinical trials

- Public health

Sun T, et al. DIGITAL HEALTH. 2023 
doi:10.1177/20552076221149651 
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Health Digital Twins
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Health Digital Twins

• Studies on medical digital twins

Sun T, et al. DIGITAL HEALTH. 2023 
doi:10.1177/20552076221149651 
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Health Digital Twins
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Health Digital Twins

Armeni P, et al. J Pers Med. 2022 
doi: 10.3390/jpm12081255
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Health Digital Twins

Armeni P, et al. J Pers Med. 2022 
doi: 10.3390/jpm12081255
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Health Digital Twins

Armeni P, et al. J Pers Med. 2022 
doi: 10.3390/jpm12081255
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Health Digital Twins

Armeni P, et al. J Pers Med. 2022 
doi: 10.3390/jpm12081255
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Further reading

• Ding, E., Wang, Y., Liu, J. et al. A review on the application of the exposome paradigm to unveil the 
environmental determinants of age-related diseases. Hum Genomics 16, 54 (2022). 
https://doi.org/10.1186/s40246-022-00428-6

• Münzel, T., Sørensen, M., Hahad, O. et al. The contribution of the exposome to the burden of 
cardiovascular disease. Nat Rev Cardiol (2023). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3

• Armeni P, Polat I, De Rossi LM, Diaferia L, Meregalli S, Gatti A. Digital Twins in Healthcare: Is It the 
Beginning of a New Era of Evidence-Based Medicine? A Critical Review. J Pers Med. 2022 Jul 
30;12(8):1255. https://doi.org/10.3390/jpm12081255

• Ates, H.C., Nguyen, P.Q., Gonzalez-Macia, L. et al. End-to-end design of wearable sensors. Nat Rev 
Mater 7, 887–907 (2022). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41578-022-00460-x 

https://doi.org/10.1186/s40246-022-00428-6
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41569-023-00873-3
https://doi.org/10.3390/jpm12081255
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41578-022-00460-x


Thank you
@StavroulaKanoni
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